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Short Abstract 
 
This deliverable describes the training materials created for 
DIGICOR developers and users to support the development of the 
DIGICOR platform. Most of the content has been made available 
on the DIGICOR website www.digicor-project.eu . 
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Executive Summary 
 
This deliverable provides the training materials made available to the development and user 
communities. Initially the training materials were going to consist of a series of pdf 
documents available on the DIGICOR portal with no extra support but after consulting the 
community it was decided that a forum https://www.digicor-project.eu/forum would also be 
set up so that immediate feedback could be provided to the community. As this was an 
additional function that was provided, the interactions on the forum were limited but it is 
envisaged that as the tools are adopted by users, the forum will become an integral part of 
the support mechanism.  
 
Development kits and deployment techniques can be found https://www.digicor-
project.eu/training. “How-To videos” are also made available in the https://www.digicor-
project.eu/videos section of the site. 
  
The deliverable gives clear support to the user and developer communities and end-users 
and developers alike are provided with the necessary tools and information needed to 
maximise their interaction with the DIGICOR platform. 
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1 Introduction to Deliverable 
As part of the objectives to provide an open platform, tools and services that allow European 
companies to create and operate collaborative networks across the value chain, DIGICOR 
will look to create a community of consumers and providers for the tools and services to be 
offered by the platform. It is also very important to get feedback from these communities and 
several options to allow this feedback are proposed in this document. 
The project has three clear use cases and these are described in section 2 to show what 
each of the end user partners are looking for and the basis around which they are looking 
to build communities and provide needed tools and information as well as to foster the 
growth of the community and the extern support of the DIGICOR platform by extern 
developers. 
One of the key community support strategy is the creation of an end-user and a developer 
community around the DIGICOR platform. Using an open forum and wiki for the provision 
of technical and end-user related documentations, how-to guidelines, code examples and 
videos the end-users as well as the software developers shall be encouraged to join the 
community and to exchange ideas, questions and solutions and to provide valuable 
feedback around all aspects of the DIGICOR platform.  
The web-based forum and wiki will allow furthermore to capture the community feedback to 
the DIGICOR partners to enhance the tools provided by the project.  
 

1.1 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this document D8.13 “Training Material for DIGICOR Solutions” is to 
reference the training materials available for end-users of the DIGICOR solution, e.g. 
manuals for installation and setup and configuration and the use of the tools and functions 
for collaboration using the DIGICOR platform. This deliverable supports “D2.3 
Implementation of development & training community”. The training content provided 
includes videos, guidelines and discussion forums. 
 

1.2 Target Audience 
This is a public document available to the wider public to signpost end-users to reference 
material for interacting with the DIGICOR platform.  

1.3 Deliverable Context 
This document is one of the cornerstones for achieving the project results. Its relationship 
to other documents is as follows: 
 
WP2 – Deliverables: 
C2K D2.3 Report: Implementation of development & training community – 
Confidential – M32 
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1.4 Document Structure 
This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 
• Section 1: Introduction: An introduction to this deliverable including a general overview 

of the project, and outlines the purpose, scope, context, status, and target audience 
• Section 2: Training materials on the DIGICOR Website: The main source where 

DIGICOR training material can be accessed  
• Section 3: Support for the Developer Community specific support for Developers 
• Section 4: Support for the User Community Specific support for Users 
• Section 5: Feedback Channels for the community provides the method of 

communication using forums 
• Section 6: Conclusion General summary of how the Training Materials will be used 
• Section 7: Annex A: Sample training materials shows Sample training materials 
• Section 8: Annex B: Creating a Docker Instance – shows how to create a docker 

instance to deliver tools for users 
This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it provides information 
for the general public.  

1.5 Document Dependencies  
This document supports the work in D2.3 Implementation of development and training 
community and provides further reference points for the training materials referenced in 
that deliverable. 

1.6 Glossary and Abbreviations  
A definition of common terms related to DIGICOR, as well as a list of abbreviations can be 
found on the DIGICOR website, 

1.7 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 
There are no External Annexes for this document 
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2 Training materials on the DIGICOR Website 
Following detailed discussions between the partners it was agreed that the most effective 
way to make training materials available to Developers and Users was to put a Community 
and Training section on the DIGICOR website. These sections can be found on the 
DIGICOR Website: 
 

 
Figure 1 – DIGICOR Website containing training material for Users and Developers 
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3 Support for the Developer Community 
The DIGICOR platform is designed as an open, extendable ecosystem. The philosophy 
fosters the extension the platform functionality by value-adding services using an Appstore 
approach. External developers are encouraged to create new or to improve existing 
functionality by adding apps to the Appstore. 
Within the DIGICOR project the needed mechanisms for those extensions are implemented 
and demonstrated. Furthermore, the developers will find technical information and How-To’s 
for the implementation of services and the integration into the DIGICOR platform. 
 

3.1 DIGICOR Developers 
The DIGICOR platform is a complex system. As a result, introducing DIGICOR extensibility 
called for specific requirements on tool development  
The whole tool development lifecycle of a DIGICOR tool is described in detail in the 
DIGICOR web page in the “Training”- “How to create new DIGICOR services” section 
(https://www.digicor-project.eu/training). The page provides a step by step description of the 
development process. As various advanced technologies are required for DIGICOR tools 
development links to relevant technology tutorials have been provided in the text as well.  
The make the tool implementation easies a tool template has been provided to developers. 
Using the template, the integration of the tool in the DIGICOR platform is rather 
straightforward and the developers may concentrate mainly on the tool business logic. 
For the Dynamic Factory Connectivity Infrastructure, developers can avail themselves of the 
user documentation (see section below) for a first orientation. Going further, the CNC 
machine simulator (OPC UA server) and the robot simulator (OPC UA PubSub Publisher) 
are publicly available as source code, as is a local publisher for production plans to test the 
local connectivity setup process of the Dynamic Factory Connector when the production 
monitoring tool is not available. Javadoc API documentation is available for the source code. 
A tool review process will be established for DIGICOR production solution assuring the 
tool conforms to security and quality standards of the DIGICOR platform. The process will 
be described on the web page.     
It is natural that external developers will be facing issues during the development. Therefore, 
Community Forum has been introduced serving as an information exchange platform for 
external developers and users. Besides sharing experience among external developers, the 
forum will be administered by internal DIGICOR developers so that unclear questions can 
be answered. Dedicated page for reporting possible DIGICOR infrastructure bugs or design 
flaws will also be provided. 
The Community Forum is accessible through DIGICOR web page at https://www.digicor-
project.eu/forum (see. Figure 2). As the forum is available also to DIGICOR users a separate 
channel for users and developers will be created in the forum. 
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Figure 2 – Community-Forum section of the DIGICOR webpage (https://www.digicor-
project.eu/forum) 
 

3.2 SMECluster Developers 
From the angle of developers for SMECluster tools, there are no specific training 
requirements to understand how to provide the tools via the portal. The developers do need 
to understand how to provide their software via a “docker instance”1 and the details were 
shown in the previous deliverable “D2.3 Report: Implementation of development & training 
community” and is repeated here under 8 Annex B: Creating a Docker Instance for ease of 
reference.  
 

 
1 https://www.docker.com/ 
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4 Support for the User Community 
 
The DIGICOR training community (end-user) need to be supported using dedicated, 
customized training material and tools for self-learning, guided training and support by e.g. 
hotline / remote support and exchange in the community and feedback. 
 

4.1 DIGICOR Users 
DIGICOR Portal Users To help users leverage the DIGICOR infrastructure in full a detailed 
user manual has been provided in the DIGICOR web page, “Training”- “Manual & Videos” 
section (https://www.digicor-project.eu/videos). The manual allows users to go step by 
step through all functionalities of the DIGICOR Portal including description of major 
DIGICOR tools. The manual is accompanied with videos showing all steps described.  In 
addition, tool tips have been implemented in the Portal for most relevant features helping 
users navigate through the portal functionalities. Further, tools related descriptions can be 
found for selected tools in the Tool store. As a maturity of tools will be increasing detailed 
tool guides including trouble shooting will be provided for each tool in the Tool store. 
For the Dynamic Factory Connectivity Infrastructure, instructional videos were prepared 
that demonstrate the process of setting up automatic progress updates to the production 
monitoring tool from a local data source. A non-animated summary is shown in Annex A. 
Example OPC UA data sources are offered for experimentation. They can be run on any 
platform with a Java runtime environment, for example a Windows based laptop or a Linux 
based Raspberry Pi. The CNC simulator documentation is included as an example in 
Annex A. 
User manuals and instructional videos will be regularly updated reflecting the current 
status of the DIGICOR platform. Also, further up to date materials and news will be 
provided in the “Community” – “Blog” section of the DIGICOR webpage 
(https://www.digicor-project.eu/blog-1, see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 – Community-Blog section of the DIGICOR webpage (https://www.digicor-
project.eu/blog-1) 
For solving user issues “Community” – “Forum” section will be leveraged where a 
dedicated channel for user questions will be established (see Support for the development 
community for Forum details).  
 

4.2 SMECluster Users 
DIGICOR tools for Users are made available on the “Tools” on the SMECluster portal. The 
tools presented in the portal are self-explanatory and require no training to deploy as the 
user simply clicks on the tools, pay for the tool and then ultimately deploy the tool. Work is 
still progressing to ensure that users who require code to be downloaded as a docker 
instance can simply follow instructions as shown in Figure 4 Figure 4 – SMECluster Tools 
for users to download and deploy or use via the portal user interface. 
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Figure 4 – SMECluster Tools for users to download and deploy or use via the portal user 
interface. 
An example of the tools that can be used online is the Comau tool that monitors the 
performance of the robot via the SMECluster user interface as shown in Figure 5 – 
SMECluster Tool example Comau Robot Monitoring. 
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Figure 5 – SMECluster Tool example Comau Robot Monitoring 
 

 
Figure 6 – Comau Tool to monitor robot directly via the SMECluster portal 
 
Figure 6 Figure 6 – Comau Tool to monitor robot directly via the SMECluster portal shows 
how users can access the services and in this case no training is required as the interface 
is very user friendly and users are expected to know what they are monitoring. 
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5 Feedback Channels for the community 
The DIGICOR website allows interaction as shown in Figure 7 – Discussion Forums for 
users and developers to share information between developers and users alike. As the 
forum has recently been introduced and is now ready for interaction it is not possible at 
this stage to show interactions but the DIGICOR team are confident that the forum will be 
a valuable to for user / developer interaction. 
 

 
Figure 7 – Discussion Forums for users and developers to share information 
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6 Conclusion 
DIGICOR Training materials have been made available to both the developer and user 
communities and by providing the support on the website, the long-term availability is 
assured as the information can be archived if necessary or made available to other projects 
or platforms that will continue the work initiated by DIGICOR. 
Already these training materials are proving useful to the eFactory Project as they continue 
to integrate the DIGICOR tools into the eFactory ecosystem. 
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7 Annex A: Sample training materials 

Using the Dynamic Factory Connector 
This tutorial assumes that the Factory Connector has been registered with the Factory 
Gateway and that the “Aircraft Lavatory” sample collaborative production plan has been 
loaded and saved in the Production Monitoring tool. 
After starting the Dynamic Factory Connector, use a web browser to access its user interface 
by navigating to http://dfc-host:3000 (where dfc-host is the name of the machine 
running the Dynamic Factory Connector and could also be “localhost”): 

 
 
The Dashboard shows operational statistics: 
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In order to answer dynamic data requests (as created by, for example, the Production 
Monitoring Tool), the Collaborative Process Twin containing the requests is specified on the 
“Collaboration Plan” tab: 

  
 
The Mapping Engine should connect automatically. After clicking on “Browse Collaboration 
Plan”, the address space of the Collaborative Process Twin appears: 

 
 
Browse to a dynamic data request that is to be answered, and select it such that it is marked 
by a red circle: 

 
 
Detailed information on the selected node is shown in the lower left corner. To confirm that 
this dynamic data request shall be answered, click “Select”: 
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Clicking the right arrow (“>>>”) or “Local Data Sources” (on the left panel) opens the next 
panel, where local data sources can be selected: 

 
 
Start the DIGICOR CNC Simulation, and select the URI of its OPC UA server from the drop-
down menu “OPC-UA URL”. Then, enter a name for that data source under “Data source 
name”, e.g. “cnc”: 

 
 
Click on “Connect” in order to connect to the OPC UA server: 
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In order to browse the address space, select the name of the server from the dropdown 
menu in the middle: 

 
 
Browse to the nodes that contain the information that is needed to establish the mapping: 

 
 
Select them (indicated by a red circle) and click on “Select” in order to confirm selection. 
Multiple nodes can be selected: 
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Next, go to “Mapping & Aggregation”: 

 
 
In this panel, it is possible to create a mapping function for the dynamic data requests. Each 
mapping function must have a unique name, and JavaScript function code. The following 
sample function shows how local information – which CNC job is executing – can be mapped 
to progress information that is relevant to the collaboration partners, assuming that front, 
back and side wall moulds are milled in that order: 
switch (ActProgramStatus.value) { 

case 0: 

  switch (ActMainProgramName.value) { 

    case 'A320LavatoryJob': 

  switch (ActProgramName.value){ 

    case 'Front': 

      progressStatus_EventField3.value = 1; 

      break; 

    case 'Back': 

      progressStatus_EventField3.value = 2; 

      break; 

    case 'Side': 

      progressStatus_EventField3.value = 3; 

      break; 

    } 

  } 

} 

return progressStatus_EventField3; 
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Insert it as “Function Code”: 

 
 
Alternatively, it is possible to choose from builtin mapping functions. These can be accessed 
by clicking on “Show Blueprints”: 
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After the mapping function has been chosen, click on “Create Mapping”. This moves to the 
“Review & Deploy” tab: 

 
 
The table “Summary & Deployment” lists all mapping functions. Chose the one that shall be 
activated by clicking on “Deploy”: 

 
The mapping function can also be deactivated again by clicking on “Freeze”. 
 
Now go back to the DIGICOR portal, select the production plan, and enable autoreload: 

 
 
When you now use the CNC Simulation to simulate that tooling the mould progresses, you 
will see how the production process is updated in the production monitoring tool. 
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CNC Machine Simulation OPC UA Server 
This program simulates a CNC machine that sends data to the portal. The CNC Simulation 
creates an OPC UA address space. You can connect to it via e.g. UaExpert.2 In order to use 
the program, proceed as follows: 

1. Start the precompiled executable in a Java runtime environment. Typically, the 
command for this will look like java -jar cnc.jar 

2. The program offers the following user interface, displaying sets (“main program”) of 
CNC jobs (“program”), which can be started and stopped: 
 

 
 

3. By clicking on „Main Program“, it is possible to cycle through the main programs 
defined in cncSimulation.properties as “main”. In the picture above, the main 
program is currently “A320LavatoryJob”. 

4. By clicking on „Program“, it is possible to cycle through the main programs defined in 
cncSimulation.properties as “program”. In the picture above, the main 
program is currently “Front”. Whenever the main program is changed, the program is 
set to the first entry in cncSimulation.properties. 

5. “Run/Stop” controls the status of the program and main program. Whenever the 
program or main program changes, the “Run/Stop” state is set to “Canceled”. By 
clicking on “Run/Stop”, it changes to “Running”. Subsequent clicks allow to cycle 

 
2 https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/uaexpert.html 
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through “Running” and “Stopped”. This can be summarized by the following state 
machine (labeled arrows indicate clicks on the respective buttons): 

 
The current state of the main program, program, and production are reflected by a 
local OPC UA server, which makes use of an appropriate object type from the OPC 
UA for CNC Systems Companion Specification: 

 
“ActMainProgramName”, “ActProgramName”, and “ActProgramStatus” are nodes of 
type String that contain the main program, program, and program status. The OPC 
UA server can be accessed on port 4840 by default. 

6. The CNC Simulation can be configured cncSimulation.properties via the 
following entries: 

• main: An array of the main program names. 

• program: An array of the program names. 

• discovery: The URI of a local OPC UA Discovery Server, where the server shall 
register itself. 

• publicIPs: An array of endpoints that the OPC UA server shall expose. 

• port: The port number that the OPC UA server shall listen on. 

• name: The server endpoint name – the client has to append this string at the end 
of the OPC UA server URI (after a '/'). 
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8 Annex B: Creating a Docker Instance 
How to write a new service 
 
Pre-requisites 
• java jdk 8 
• mvn archetype:generate... 
• git clone git@gitssh.digicor-platform.eu:digicor/java-libs/digicor-service-archetype.git 
 
Design functionality 
1. define user story and use cases 
o use Given, When, Then style - simple and short 

(https://martinfowler.com/bliki/GivenWhenThen.html)  
2. define front-end (modules/views)  
o what user sees and how can interact with it (GUI look and feel) 
o what API GUI needs from the new service as well as from other services (define required 

interactions) 
3. define backend services. We promote using micro service architecture where each service has 

only one responsibility. As a result interaction with several services may be required to fulfill 
one use case. Define: 

o where is data from front-end stored (which backend service is responsible for 
providing/managing the data) 

o how is interaction delivered to other user 
o which APIs the service should publish 
o which events the service consumes and produces 
§ APIs and events are typically negotiated between developers of producers and consumers  
The above analysis is required to define new service and its interaction (GUI, REST API, 

consumed events, produced events). 
• For Java developers you can use our Maven archetype - the maven archetype provides a way 

to create a new service. New service includes all important features you can build on and adapt 
it for your needs 

o https://maven.apache.org/ 
o https://maven.apache.org/guides/introduction/introduction-to-archetypes.html 
• For developers in other languages than Java, all steps must be done manually. In detail, 

following interactions have to be taken into account (built in the above generated Java service, 
otherwise) when developing the service 

o REST API for public communication 
o Eventuate as an Event Store for inter service communication via events http://eventuate.io/ 
§ Eventuate has REST API to produce new events and STOMP API to consume events.  
o Docker to make an image for our application https://www.docker.com/ 
o Docker Compose to locally test the service images https://docs.docker.com/compose/ 
o Kubernetes to deploy and manage service images in cloud environment https://kubernetes.io/ 
o Amazon Web Services to host our cloud https://aws.amazon.com/  
 
Configure maven credentials for Digicor 
1. Get credentials for nexus.digicor-platform.eu - Access of partners to AWS GitLab 
2. add following lines to your .m2/settings.xml (more details at 

http://maven.apache.org/settings.html) and change your Nexus credentials there 
 
New service from maven archetype 
Our maven archetype can be found in git https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-libs/digicor-

service-archetype.git 
Now you can simply build new service using the maven archetype - just fill your data marked in 

red below 
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• archetypeVersion - use the latest version from pom.xml in our git (21.9. 2018 - current 

latest version is 1.8) 
o https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-libs/digicor-service-archetype/blob/master/pom.xml 
• grpupID - identification of the developing partner (company). Reversed domain name is 

recommended. 
• artifactId - name of maven artifact, reflected also in the local service folder name and service 

name in cloud 
• package - generated default package for your service source code 
• serviceName - service class name. This name will affect names of generated classes e.g. 

${serviceName}Handler.class, ${serviceName}HandlerEvent.class, etc. 
• servicePort - port your service will listen at. This must be unique far all services in the cloud - 

uniqueness will be defined later and conflicting ports will be changed 
Maven archetype generates service application and its events in the following folder structure. 
 
Apart from java clases it contains build pipeline configuration file  
 
kubernetes configuration file 
~ 
and docker file for the service to configure docker image with runnable script 
 
• Generated Java source code 
It is necessary to understand general concepts described in Development guidelines to be able to 

follow. Also for understanding details of following steps see 
http://eventuate.io/gettingstarted.html  

If your service needs to publish some event you need to define it in service-name-events module 
• if you do not need it just remove it 
 
Otherwise:  
• define command in commands package 

You can create new event instance by command only. Command classes must extend an 
aggregate-specific Command superinterface. (see http://eventuate.io/docs/javav2/java-
commands.html for details) 

• define event in events package.  
For each event type implement event Class (see http://eventuate.io/docs/javav2/java-
events.html for details) . The class describes the event - it may hold data required for event 
consumers. i.e. ProductionPlanCreated event holds data for new ProductionPlan. 

• create ServiceNameAggregate class in the domain package defining what events are created 
when a given command is processed in the process method (see 
http://eventuate.io/docs/javav2/java-aggregates.html for details) 

• configuration package contains spring configuration for publisher/consumer to configure 
connection to event store for given Aggregate 

• service package contains service which works with event store. 
Services use AggregateRepository class, parametrized by the given aggregate and the 
command, that enables saving and updating Aggregate data. (for details see 
http://eventuate.io/docs/javav2/java-services.html) 

o you can save/find/update entities in event store there 
 
Service functionality will be implemented in service-name-app 
• handler package contains handlers that contain a code to be executed when consuming 

events (from this service defined in service-name-events) 
o it can be used if service need to persist its own data to event store - local service database is 

not persisted, if service restarts local data is lost 
• hateos contains basic GET /service-name/{id} method configuration 
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• BackendConfiguration spring configuration to configure events, local view service and 
handler for events 

• RestAPIConfiguration spring configuration to configure Swagger and Eventuate for production 
use 

• test package contains test spring configuration RestAPITestConfiguration uses embedded 
event store and application tests for spring context load, /health endpoint and swagger-ui 

• other sources contains application.properties for docker and application_local.properties 
for direct run from jar 

 
Developing and Testing 
Java JDK 8 
Docker compose is not meant to replace unit tests in your service. Please write unit tests. There 

are some technologies to consider when your are embracing TDD in your development effort. 
https://site.mockito.org/ 
https://junit.org/junit4/ 
https://spring.io/ 
https://www.baeldung.com/injecting-mocks-in-spring 
There is plenty of tutorials on the Internet. If you would like, you can find inspiration in source code 

of: 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services/company 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services/tool-store 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services/tender 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-libs/aws-authorizer 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-libs/jwt-authorization 
 
Build and run tests locally (build it before each commit and push) 
 
Build and run service with Eventuate locally 
If you need to run more services or service with eventuate interaction you can use docker 

compose. However, using docker-compose is not meant to replace tests in your code. It is 
meant only for experimenting with eventuate. If you are developing service which is listening for 
events it is advised to write tests which will "send" the event without need of eventuate 
infrastructure. Running tests is much faster than sending events by sending REST requests to 
running services. Some of the services require much more than eventuate to run. For example 
company service requires ElasticSearch, AWS S3 and AWS Cognito. Company service will be 
returning Internal Error to every request when ElasticSearch and AWS Cognito is missing. It is 
not our intention to be able to create Digicor on localhost also it is almost impossible, because 
of resource requirements (more than 60 GB of RAM).  

Now your generated code could be build (JDK 1.8 is recommended, there may be some issues 
when Java 1.9 is used): 

 
• service-name-events 
• service-name-app 
• Login to docker-private.digicor-platform.eu 
• Build your own docker image 
you can find docker image in your local docker repo 
you can run docker image 
• docker-compose 
set DOCKER_HOST_IP environment variable - http://eventuate.io/docs/usingdocker.html 
clone repository https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/docker-images/local-cluster 
This configuration of Eventuate infrastructure can send events with payload around 1 000 000 

characters. Conventional settings could send only 21 000 characters (default settings only 
1000). Be aware that sending events with huge payload is not good practice in Event 
Sourcing. Huge payload usually means flows in design of events and interactions between 
services. 
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If you are on Windows and have some issues with volume mount try to set following environment 

variable: 
 
Deploy your service into digicor-platform.eu 
1. Repository for your service will create Jindřich Ciniburk or Jan Rada. Please contact us via 

Samepage and provide us a name of your service. Your repository will be created in 
https://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services. 

2. You could push your service into the repository. 
3. After push the GitLab CI pipeline will start automatically. Pipeline is defined in the file .gitlab-

ci.yml. If you have any questions about CI, please do not hesitated to contact us (CER).  
4. Service will be build automatically including docker images. 
5. The deployment step of the pipeline has to be manually confirmed in GitLab -> your-project -> 

CI/CD -> pipeline. This will deploy your service into Kubernetes cluster. The Kubernetes 
configuration files are in kubernetes/your-service-name.yaml. There should be no need to 
change this configuration file. When you need to change this file, please let us know. 

Currently only project owner is allowed to push into master branch of his project. If you want to 
participate on project where you are not a owner you have to create new branch and then 
create a merge request. You can follow this guideline GitLab flow. 

 
Sample application 
Production Monitoring 
• http://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services/production-plan 
• http://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/java-services/factory-gateway 
http://git.digicor-platform.eu/digicor/web/tree/master/src/app/main/content/progress-monitoring 
 


